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APPLICABLE SERVICES

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Internet Order Picking Trolley - Incl. 8 Euro Stacking
Boxes 64576
SKU 46390EU

The Internet Order Picking Trolley is a popular product for industries in
the ecommerce sector that are picking multiple orders in the warehouse.
8 Euro Stacking Boxes included with dimensions of 600x400x220mm.
Trolley dimensions - 1085x700x1170mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Metal

Status New

Side walls Fixed

Outside dimension lenght 1085

Outside dimension width 700

Outside dimension height 1170

Carry weight 480

Bottom Metal

Product new

Type Order Picking Trolleys

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This picking trolley is a very popular product with businesses in the
ecommerce sector who are required to pick multiple orders around the
storeroom or warehouse. The trolley is made from BZP (Bright Zinc
Plating) box construction steel and has a strong but lightweight design.
The trolley comes complete with a scanner basket, bag hanger and
separate basket. The trolley has 4 white PP swivel castors and also has
rubber buffer wheels on the corners. The dimensions of the trolley are
1085x700x1170mm.
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The trolley can store 8 trays and the shelves have dimensions of
600x400mm with a maximum height of 250mm. This allows you to use
a number of different trays depending on the style you require. This
bundle is provided with 8 Grey Euro Stacking Boxes so that you can start
collecting orders or products straight away. Although we mainly supply
the Grey Euro Stacking Boxes, sometimes depending on availability we
may use different colour boxes to complete the product bundle. The Euro
Stacking Boxes provided can also be stacked, have an open handle and
can be used without the trolley if you require. The dimensions of the
Euro Stacking boxes are 600x400x220mm and have the SKU code:
64576.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/internet-order-picking-trolley-incl-8-euro-stacking-
boxes-64576-46390EU
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